Loyal Lion Challenges!

The Rumble in the Jungle!!

**Objective:** For scouts to play a game with set rules. Understand and indicate the importance of the rules and why it is important to follow rules while playing any game.

**Directions:**

1) Have each scout choose a jungle animal they would like to be. Scouts may choose one on their own or choose one from the list below.

2) Each scout will then describe the animal they chose such as what it looks like, where it lives, and the noise it makes. Have each scout explain why they chose the animal as well.

3) It’s parade time!! With all the animals (scouts) participate in a parade throughout wherever you are. Scouts are only allowed to communicate through the sound their animal makes, both as loud as they can be and as softly.

**Don’t forget parents, family, and friends can all participate as well!**

**Extensions:**

- Do you have an animal mask, or how about a piece of clothing with an animal on it/animal print? Wear it!

- Don’t have an animal mask? Make one! Use any resources you may have a make an animal mask to represent the animal you chose.

- Have a stuffed animal or pet? Have them participate in your jungle-rific parade too!